Microsoft Canadian Datacentres Expand Dyrand Systems’ Canadian Footprint
Vancouver, Canada — May 10 2016, 10:30 a.m. — Microsoft Canada announced today that the
Microsoft Cloud is now officially open to power even more Canadian businesses. With this
announcement, Microsoft Azure is generally available from local datacentre regions located in
Toronto and Quebec City, and Office 365 is now offering data residency for Canadian business
customers. In addition, Dynamics CRM Online is scheduled to go live by September 2016 to bring
the most complete cloud, with leadership across IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and hybrid scenarios, to enable
people and organizations to achieve more.
This announcement marks a significant expansion of Microsoft's trusted cloud services into Canada.
Azure and Office 365 customers gain the benefits of Microsoft’s trusted cloud services combined
with data residency in Canada. This includes data redundancy in multiple locations within Canada
for business continuity and the option of a fast and private connection to the cloud with Azure
ExpressRoute.
Dyrand Systems is Canada’s premier private cloud expert and Managed Services Provider (MSP).
Through our Complete IT service offering, we customize a cloud solution that’s the right fit for each
business we service. Since no two companies operate the same, it’s critical that your business has
the right solution tailored to your business needs.
Dyrand Systems can typically save businesses 20% over the current costs assuming the use of the
same high grade of equipment, facilities and services. You can focus your energy on developing
your core business and let Dyrand Systems manage your cloud technology. By leveraging Dyrand
Systems’ subscription-based solution, you also take advantage of moving expenses from a capital
expenditure to an operating expense. Dyrand Systems offers best practices, guidelines and methods
that follow the international ITIL standard to ensure consistent and quality IT operations.
The cloud offers solutions, cost savings, efficiency, productivity and reliability. It enables
organizations – of any size, and in any sector – to collaborate, compete and excel in an increasingly
mobile world.
“From today on, our goal is to create Canada’s best and most complete cloud, enabled by world
class technology and world class cloud ecosystem,” said Janet Kennedy, president of Microsoft
Canada. “We’re privileged to work with our team of Canadian partners who are perfectly positioned
to help our Canadian customers innovate, grow and transform their businesses.”
“The Complete IT offering by Dyrand Systems fulfills your IT requirements in Microsoft’s Canadian
Azure datacentres. Our Complete IT service package is ideal for businesses seeking to streamline
their IT operations while ensuring flexibility, scalability and security according to business growth
and market conditions. This changes your IT expenses from a capital expense to an operating
expense structure.” said Nicholas Drayer, Managing Director of Dyrand Systems. “Our team of
experts at Dyrand will use our wide depth of knowledge to get you seamlessly set up on the
Canadian cloud.”
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